




Born in Vientiane, Laos, Be Inthavong moved to America with his family at age 8 and grew 
up in the Texas suburbs of Dallas/Fort Worth. In 2003, he took one of his most profound 
trips to Laos and decided to stay for nearly one year.  Inthavong spent much of his time 
around his family’s weaving looms. As the women in their family have been weaving silk 
for over 100 years, Inthavong was encouraged by his aunt to also learn the craft of Lao 
silk textile and the art of silk hand-looming. He quickly became her apprentice and both 
applied Western aesthetics to the historic Lao weaving process.
After returning to New York in 2004, Inthavong co-launched Be & D, a designer handbag 
company sold at luxury retailers in the US, and he also developed licensed collections 
with top fashion designers. 
In 2010, Inthavong returned to Laos, and revisited the textile lessons he learned at his 
family’s silk mill years before and began to challenge the perceived limitations of the 
indigenous process that has existed for over 500 years.  He sought to improve and 
evolve the discipline, using as inspiration the world of leather goods he had just left 
behind. Thus began the painstaking practice of using a rare Laotian weaving technique to 
take finely cut micro-strips of leather and hand-looming them into silk looms. Inthavong 
submitted a patent for this process in the Summer of 2010.
Jim Thompson is very pleased to now introduce a new collaboration with Inthavong, 
featuring exclusive designs that are inspired by traditional Southeast Asian textiles and Jim 
Thompson’s heritage of hand loomed silk, combined with Inthavong’s unique weaving 
techniques.
Inthavong has remarked about this collaboration: “I am proud and excited for the 
opportunity to collaborate with Jim Thompson. I share the western influence and 
approach to the heritage silk weaving craft. 
I realized that in order to do something intriguing and distinctive, I need to embrace the 
past. I blended my eastern origins to my western upbringing to reflect my life’s creative 
direction. With this collaboration, it has allowed me to build upon Jim Thompson’s unique 
sense of coloring and use of silk fibers. I further explored the use of my background in 
leather goods, to develop a technique of mixing leather and silk and pushing the 
limitations of the ancient hand looms from Laos. 
The innovative result is the birth of beautiful signature hand woven leather and silk fabrics. 
The blending of our backgrounds has enabled us to create these beautiful textiles that we 
hope you will love as much as we do.”
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